Baseball Batter’s Box Chalking Frame

Parts List
Outer Frame

- 2- 1" x 4" x 72" No. 2 pine
- 2- 1" x 4" x 49 1/2" No. 2 pine
- 12- 2 1/2" deck screws
- Liquid Nails to glue corners
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Inner Frame

- 2- 1" x 4" x 62 1/2" No. 2 pine
- 2- 1" x 4" x 40" No. 2 pine
- 12- 2 1/2" deck screws
- Liquid Nails to glue corners
- 4- Isosceles triangles of 3/4" plywood with 8" sides
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- 20- 2" deck screws to attach triangles to inner frame corners
- 2- 2" x 4" x 38 1/2" No. 2 pine trimmed to 2 1/2" width (cross piece for handle)
- 2- 1" x 4" x 40" No. 2 pine (top trim for cross piece)
- 2- 6" handles
- 28- 2 1/2" deck screws to attach handle pieces and trim
- 8- Frame spacer blocks for 4" chalk line
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- 2- Spacer blocks for home plate spacer

- 1- 1 1/2" x 3" x 17"
- 1- Inner block

- 8- 2 1/2" deck screws for 6" spacer block between frame and home plate
- 12- 2" deck screws to attach home plate spacer block to frame

Paint according to your school colors.
Use small can with holes drilled in bottom to apply chalk.